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THE NEED
FOR CHANGE
A museum’s main objectives are to collect, to preserve, to educate, and to entertain.
These aspirations are undergoing profound changes and museums need to adapt.
The expectations of museum visitors are
changing in line with trends in society,
influenced by the eco-system in which
museums exist today – the tourism industry, transportation, hospitality, private and
public businesses. Technological developments – from changes in transportation
(like self-driving cars) to micropayments
and voice-based assistants are all becoming
part of the museum world.
Trends have a significant impact on what
visitors want to see in museums and what
can surprise or disappoint them inside the
museum space. Museum specialists need to
follow these developments and institutions
Futurium, Berlin

need to adapt to the changes. Exhibition
spaces must become more attractive and
interactive.
In phase II, the research project Future
Museum continues to help museums identify major innovations which are relevant
for the visitors’ experience. The goal of the
project is to support museums in applying
cutting-edge know-how in their strategic
planning and to expand the network of
museum leaders, public authorities, donors
and suppliers for the exchange of ideas and
for collaboration.

RESEARCH
SOLUTIONS
COLLABORATION

Over a period of 24 months, an exclusive group of museums and suppliers will – guided by
MUSEUM BOOSTER – collaborate to identify key trends in museums.
The three tangible benefits for the project partners are:
1

substantive research

receive reliable research & analyses of key trends which can be used for strategic initiatives
2

practical solutions

identify useful strategies for the key challenges museums will face
3

valuable collaboration

work together with key players in the museum field & share cost-saving synergies
In comparison to the first Future Museum phase (2019-2021), the upcoming phase will put
a stronger emphasis on practical solutions in the museum field. Invited experts from the
international museum sector and beyond will be involved in the research.
Future Museum Kick-off Meeting 2019, Berlin

RESEARCH
STEPS
Preparation for
launch

The second phase of the Future Museum research project will be launched on 1 February 2022
and will continue through 31 January 2024.

01

______________________

Identifying
challenges

02

______________________

Museum challenges today

Evaluating
solutions

Areas for improvement in
museums and for cooperation
with adjacent sectors

Possible technological and
organisational solutions

03

______________________

Creating
showcases
Showcases in selected museums
and organisations

FIELDS OF
RESEARCH
Audience development

Crossmedia development

Digitalisation & management

What makes a museum visit interesting for different
audiences? The focus on visitors has become more and
more relevant for museums and their strategic planning.
Engaging with visitors both onsite and online is a vital
part of the overall museum experience. As part of the
Future Museum project, we suggest delving deeper into
the following research questions:

Digitalisation enables new working fields within museums when it comes to architectural planning, creation
of exhibitions or innovative educational programmes.
How can digitalisation in combination with storytelling
and emotion design enhance the visitor experience?
Bearing this in mind, which workflows have to be
established in the museum? Future Museum will look
into these possible research questions:

The organisational setup in museums has to respond
to accelerating digitalisation. Digital strategy, data
collection & analysis, as well as monetisation of digital
content are essential parts of modern museums. What
is the best way to proceed in this direction? Future
Museum will tackle these possible research questions:

What are the crucial factors for a positive visitor experience at the museum and how can relevant measurements be implemented? How can museums reach new
digital audiences? How to gather and process feedback
from visitors in a meaningful way? How to improve the
audience commitment: memberships, donations, community funding (strategic philanthropy and community
building)?

How should the architecture & the design of the museum entrance area reflect the shifting expectations of
visitors? Which technologies enhance storytelling, both
online & onsite? What are innovative ways of using
light and sound for storytelling? How can guided tours
become more exciting for visitors?

At which stage of the online and onsite visitor journey
can visitor data be collected? What are the key components for the digital strategy in a museum? How can
communication processes in a museum or in a group of
museums be improved with the help of digitalisation?
How to enable data-driven decision-making for service
development in a museum?

*Note: the research questions will be finalised together with the Future Museum project partners.

COMMUNICATION
CHANNELS
The research results will be summarised in reports. Communication between project partners and
project management will take place in the form of regular e-mails, compressed reports, briefings on
ongoing projects and developments, as well as during project meetings. Each year, two online and
two onsite project meetings will take place to discuss the interim results and to define further
orientation.
Partners can actively shape research topics and scope.

E-mails

Video & photo Online platform
documentation

Meetings

Reports

Events

FUTURE MUSEUM PHASE I
(2019-2021)
The Future Museum project was launched in December
2019 by MUSEUM BOOSTER with Fraunhofer IAO. The official kick-off meeting took place in Berlin. Over two years,
a group of 26 museums, such as Guggenheim Bilbao, Kunsthistorisches Museum Vienna, Munch Museet, and Swiss
National Museum, as well as other stakeholders from seven
contries collaborated to identify key trends for museums,
define present and future challenges as well as to evaluate
possible technological and organisational solutions. Over
the course of the project, various online and onsite meetings, workshops, connections, and knowledge transfer from
research into practice took place. Invited experts from the
museum field included Max Hollein (Director, The Metropolitan Museum of Art), Catherine Devine (Global Business
Strategy Leader – Libraries & Museums, Microsoft), Jane
Alexander (Chief Digital Information Officer, Cleveland Museum of Art), Seb Chan (Chief Experience Officer, Australian Centre for the Moving Image) and others.

FUTURE MUSEUM PHASE I
Primary research questions, tackled in research phase I
1

How can museums be better linked to tourist and/or city infrastructure stakeholders?

2

How can museums reach new target markets? How to attract repeat/regular visitors? How to generally attract more visitors?

3

How can museums become better storytellers?

4

How to communicate with visitors before, during and after the museum visit?

5

Which digital strategies make sense in a museum and how can they enhance analogue formats?

6

How can dynamic pricing, revenue & yield management be used in museums?

7

At which stage of the visitor journey can visitor data be collected and used in a meaningful way?

8

Which ideas and tools are available for effective museum management?

9

How should a museum's architecture & design reflect shifting expectations by visitors?

10

What are ideas for new exhibition design & new exhibition formats?

11

How can augmented reality (AR), virtual reality (VR), electronic displays and projections enhance the visitor experience in new ways?

12

Which methods work best for ticketing & access control?

BENEFITS FOR
PARTNERS
Museums
Access to a leading network of
research institutes, public authorities, donors, suppliers, and pioneering museums in
terms of innovation
Identification of strategic partners
and formation of collaborations for
the implementation of specific projects
Exchange and discussion of experiences and
promising practices
The ability to implement and test selected
innovations
Gathering impulses for the development and
the implementation of innovative solutions

Suppliers
Implementation of demo-projects as
showcases on an international level
Strategic business development and
positioning within the future market of
innovative museums
Strategic enhancement of own portfolio
of products and services
Accessing the global market of museums
with a comprehensive and systemic
approach
Identification of synergies between
museums, industry & research, and the
exploitation of potentials for cooperation

Other stakeholders
Among the other stakeholders are donors,
public authorities, consultants, exhibition
organisers, conference organisers, research
institutions, and other private and public
institutions
Networking with leading museums and
suppliers
Receiving insights into key trends shaping
museum world
Formulating specific research topics which
will enhance the know-how of the involved
stakeholders

PROJECT
FINANCING
Future Museum is collectively financed by all network partners. The participation fee depends on the size of partner (number of full-time employees):

Major enterprises & museums
(> 100 full-time employees, 2 participants per meeting)

Medium enterprises & museums
(50 to 100 full-time employees, 2 participants per meeting)

Start-ups & small museums
(< than 50 full-time employees, 1 participant per meeting)

Pergamomnuseum. Das Panorama, Berlin

PROJECT
MANAGEMENT

RESEARCH
PARTNERS

MUSEUM BOOSTER
MUSEUM BOOSTER is a Vienna-based research & consultancy
company with a focus on the influence of new media technologies
on museums and cultural institutions.
The mission of MUSEUM BOOSTER is to support museum managers
and experts in the cultural field in selecting, evaluating, and
implementing emerging technologies.
The focus is specifically on those tools and ideas which positively
effect museums and which create a strategic advantage for them.

MUSEUM BOOSTER is currently in negotiations with several
renowned research institutions which will join the research project
as research partners.
Possible research partners include The Audience Agency, ERASMUS
University, University of Economics in Vienna, Ithaka S&R, Pratt
Institute and several Fraunhofer Institutes. The research partners
for phase II will be announced at the first project meeting in
February 2022.
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